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1 Our Team

• Team roles will be organized as follows:

Documentation Manager: Becky

Design Coordinator: Anthony

Evaluation Director: Andy

Group Administrator: Tiana

• Our relevant skills:

Anthony: Flash, web design, Python

Tiana: organization, user interaction, knowledge of the Class of 2010

Andy: C++, Python, Visual Basic

Becky: Python, PyGTK, Visual Basic, LaTeX

There don’t appear to be any essential skills missing.

2 Problem Statement

The poster printer is incredibly hard to use. The difficulty, more often than not, lies in the fact that
software is designed for output on normal paper on discrete sheets and is entirely unaware of the
notion of printing to large paper from a spool. The instruction manual is inadequate, despite being
4 pages long, and posters are frequently printed incorrectly, which wastes college resources and users’
time. An ideal system would allow both beginning and experienced users to print on large format
paper and have the document come out the way they expect on the first try.

3 Types of Users

• Doesn’t use the poster printer often and is unfamiliar (for instance, a first-year student).

• Uses the poster printer often but is somewhat unfamiliar (a student who prints once a term at
Expo)

• Uses frequently (club president who prints almost weekly)
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• IT technician who must service the printer (including restocking ink and paper)

They may be printing different types of documents for different purposes, but the goal of each
student user is the same: to print their large-format document with as little grief as possible and
have it turn out as they expect. The goal of the IT technician is to service the printer efficiently as
to allow students to print on it again as quickly as possible.

4 How to Find Users

We will seek users through community mailing lists such as Randomness. We will go to the computer
lab and see who tries using the printer. Since our users are all people on campus, we don’t think we’ll
have a very hard time with this part. For diversity among types of users, we will contact students of
different classes.

5 Initial Suggested Design

The program should provide a preview that doesn’t lie to you–one that shows the orientation and
size in a very clear manner and doesn’t let you opt out of the preview. It should allow for easy
refinement while looking at the preview. It should automatically (and intellegently) arrange multiple
print jobs on one chunk of paper, but let you modify it afterward. We should have one master
program that is compatable with all major other programs, to avoid the hassle of learning a unique
print proceedure for each program you want to print from. Also, it should display a real time display
that lets you reconcile reality with what it thinks is happening while it is actually printing, so that
should a technical error occur (i.e. out of ink), the job can be stopped before many resources are
wasted. In a similar vein, it should be able to tell you beforehand whether or not it is going to have
enough paper and ink to finish the job at hand, instead of simply stopping partway through. It is
also a hassle when you don’t know who sent the job that the printer is hanging up on, or when you
don’t know how long a wait there currently is, so there should be a very visible and descriptive queue.
There is an issue of people sending jobs to the printer without being pysically present, which currently
can lead to a lot of waste. Should the person have to be there the whole time? What if the printer
just reminds you when your job is about to print, and then you come? Finally, many people use the
poster printer only for Expo posters, so perhaps the printer should have a streamlined process for
that default job.
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